
LES HÔTELS BAVEREZ (LESHOTELSBAVEREZ.COM) IS A SHIMMERING 
gem in the history of Paris, a unique collection of luxury hotels built upon 
the dreams and history of one Parisian family. Spread across Paris, the 
hotels occupy unique central locations including Avenue Kleber, Perugia 
Street, and the Place of the Pyramids. 

Hotel Raphael stands near the Eiffel Tower, the Champs-Elysées, 
and the Arc de Triomphe in the 16th arrondissement of Paris. Close to 
popular museums, galleries, and boutiques, the hotel is furnished in true 
Parisian style, and unites original features with modern amenities, deco-
rated with pieces of Louis XV- and Louis XVI-style furniture, and fi tted 
with contemporary features.

Hotel Raphael offers a series of luxurious suites to choose from, 
where glamour and prestige unite. The suites strike the perfect harmony 
between authentic architecture and modern amenities. With traditional 
wood paneling, moldings, and decorating paint from 1925, the suites 
transport guests to a world of style. Unique hand-painted tiles and bright 
glass doors make up the elegant bathrooms, while sophisticated furnish-
ing fabrics and curtains by ‘Rubelli’ et ‘Lelièvre’ adorn the suites. First-rate 
in-room guest room features vary to include free Wi-Fi; VIP Welcome 
pack (children’s versions available); fl at-screen satellite TV with pay-per-
view fi lms; fax, voice mail, and DVD player; fl ower arrangements; VIP 
welcome; 24-hour room service; hypoallergenic pillow (on request); 
and extra beds (double or twin) available on request.•
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A few of the sumptuous suites at the Hotel Raphael

HOTEL REGINA IS A FIVE-STAR HOTEL OPPOSITE THE LOUVRE, 
the Tuileries Gardens, and the Eiffel Tower, making it synonymous with 
Parisian living and French culture. Its contemporary amenities fi t effortlessly 
alongside original features, leaving a lasting impression of traditional French 
style and city living. 

Hotel Regina’s 99 guest rooms include 32 suites that are immaculately 
furnished in authentic French style, exuding an unusual and discreet charm. 
With luxurious toiletries, free Wi-Fi, and a range of home entertainment 
options, each room caters precisely to the modern traveler while retaining a 
glamorous air and relaxing ambiance. The property recently received Quiet 
Room certifi cation and was listed as the World’s Quietest Hotel in Conde 
Nast Traveler.

Each guest room is individual, giving guests a unique experience 
of Paris, from The Family Room with its spacious interconnecting rooms for 
the perfect harmony between space and privacy, to the Eiffel Tower Suite 
with awe-inspiring views over the symbolic Paris landmark, the Eiffel Tower, 
complete with soundproofi ng and a dressing area. Key features of the suites 
include fl at-screen satellite TV; telephone with voice-mail system and modem 
socket (direct line on request); individual safe; air-conditioning with individu-
ally controlled thermostat; room service 24 hours a day; dressing gowns & 
slippers; telephone in the bathroom; and separate bath and/or shower.•

Hotel Regina
Paris

Some of the sumptuous suites at the Hotel Regina.
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